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ARENS SEMI-REGULARITY OF THE ALGEBRA OF
COMPACT OPERATORS

BY

MICHAEL GROSSER

1. Introduction

Quite a number of important Banach algebras occurring in functional
analysis or harmonic analysis are not Arens regular, i.e., the two canonical
extensions of the multiplication given on A to the bidual A** are not
identical. As J. Pym puts it in [18]: "In practice, regularity appears to be the
exception rather than the rule." For example, the group algebra Lt(G) of any
infinite locally compact Hausdorff group G or the algebra K0(X) of operators
uniformly approximable by operators of finite rank, for a non-reflexive Banach
space X, are not (Arens) regular [21], [22].
Among the Banach algebras possessing a two-sided bounded approximate

identity, there is a subclass for which the Arens products still behave in a
reasonable way although they need not to be identical. This class of so-called
(Arens) semi-regular Banach algebras was introduced and described to some
extent in [9]. As V. Losert and H. Rindler have shown, LI(G) is semi-regular if
and only if G is discrete or abelian [15]. Further, K0(X) is semi-regular if X*,
the dual of X, possesses the Radon-Nikodym property [9]. (When discussing
semi-regularity of Ko(X), X* always is assumed to possess the bounded
approximation property so as to ensure that Ko(X) contains a bounded
approximate identity.)
These examples suggest that the notion of semi-regularity might be quite

appropriate in the sense that it corresponds to important "classical" properties
of the objects involved in applications.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe in some detail the relation
between properties of X and X* respectively (such as the Radon-Nikodym
property) and semi-regularity of K0(X). Sections 1-5 contain the results valid
for a general Banach space; in Section 6, the space C(K) of continuous,
complex-valued functions on a compact topological space K and spaces Lt(/)
of equivalence classes of integrable functions are considered.

I am indebted to W. Schachermayer for valuable suggestions concerning the
last section. The discussions we had provided the basis for the complete
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solution of the problem of semi-regularity of Ko(C(K)) and Ko(Lt(tt))
respectively.

2. Notation and terminology

Basically, the notation is the same as in [9]. In this section we summarize the
most important items.

Frequently, we neglect the canonical embedding x (or simply t) of a
Banach space X into its bidual X**; we rather consider X as a subset of
X**. For the definition of the (bounded) approximation property (a.p. and
b.a.p, respectively) of a Banach space X, see [5, p. 76] for example; for the
definition of the Radon-Nikodym property (RNp), see [6, p. 61].
denotes the algebra of bounded linear operators on X, equipped with the
uniform norm. We write (C)X for the closed unit ball of the Banach space X.

If X is a Banach space and f .a(X, *) then we denote by fb (f flat--b
stands for lowering the order of duality) the operator in .oq’(X*) defined by

fb:= (tx)*of*otx.= t*of*ot.

f f6 is a projection of norm 1 from ,’(X**) onto the "subspace" .a(X*)
(via g ,-, g*), i.e., g * g for g .Sa(X*). The kernel of f f6 consists
exactly of those operators which vanish on X, i.e., those satisfying f 0"

fi=o <--> (x,(,*of*o,)x’) 0 (for all x X, x’ X*)
++ ((So ,)x, ,x,) o
++ o

(fot)x=O (forallxX).

Let X be a Banach space, x X, x’ X*. The tensor x (R) x’ defines an
element of .a(X) by

(x (R) x’)(y) (y,x’)x (y X).

The linear span of all operators of this form is denoted by F(X). K0(X) is
defined as the closure of F(X) in L’(X). For the definition of the projective
tensor product X Y of two Banach spaces X and Y; see [5, p. 54]
for example. The mapping from X (R) X* into .L,e(X) defined above induces a
linear contraction from X 6 X* into L’(X); its image, equipped with the
quotient norm, is denoted by N(X). Elements of N(X) are called nuclear
operators.
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Let f Za(X); f is called integral if there exists a constant C > 0 such that

n

i--1 i---1

for all E’=lx (R) x,.’ X (R) X*, where I1" II denotes the norm in L’(X) of the
corresponding operator. The infimum over all the possible constants C is
called the integral norm of f. The space I(X) Of all integral operators is a
Banach space when equipped with the integral norm (cf. [5]). Every nuclear
operator is integral, its integral norm being dominated by its nuclear norm.
The dual of K0(X) can be identified with I(X*) by [5, II.2.9., lemma]. On

the dense subspace F(X) of K0(X), f I(X*) acts according to

(a, f).’= trace(a*o f) trace(f a*) (a F(X))

Here, trace denotes the linear functional on X* (R) X** induced by the
canonical bilinear form (y’, y") (y’, y"). If X* has the a.p., the above
definition makes sense even for a Ko(X) since, in this case, trace is
well-defined on N(X*) [5, 11.3.4.]. a * f and f a * are elements of N(X*)
for any Banach space by [6, VIII.4.12].

Like the dual of any Banach algebra A, K0(X)* I(X*) becomes an
A-A-bimodule by defining

(a, fb) (ha, f), (a, bf) := (ab, f) (a, b A, f A*)

In the present case, the explicit form of the action of A on A* can be
computed by taking a from the dense subalgebra F(X) of K0(X)"

(a, fb) (ba, f) trace(a* b* of) (a, b* of),

(a, bf) (ab, f) trace(f b*o a*) (a, fo b*),

fb b* f, bf f ob*.

Let us point out that the above definitions and calculations are meaningful
even for b (X).

Let A be a Banach algebra. A bounded left (resp. right) approximate identity
is a bounded net (ex)x A in A such that Ilexa all --’ 0 (resp. Ilaex all 0)
for every a A. If (ex) x is a bounded left and fight approximate identity
simultaneously then it is called a (two-sided) bounded approximate identity
(b.a.i.).
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If V is a left module over the Banach algebra A (i.e., there is given a
continuous bilinear operation on A V satisfying a(bo) (ab)v, a, b A,
o V) then a right multiplier of V is a continuous linear operator T: A ---> V
satisfying T(ab) aT(b) for every a, b A. The space of right multipliers on
V is denoted by M,(V). The space MI(W) of left multipliers on a right Banach
module W over A is defined analogously. If V is an A-A-bimodule (i.e. a left
and right A-module simultaneously, satisfying (ao)b a(ob) for a, b A,
o V) then the space M(V) of double multipliers on V consists of all pairs
(S,T), S Mt(V), T Mr(V), satisfying

aS(b) T(a)b (a, b A).

The projections of M(V) to MI(V) (resp. Mr(V)) are denoted by
By the adjoints of the left and fight actions of A on itself, A* and A* *

become A-A-bimodules. For the multiplier spaces of V A* *, it is conveni-
ent to consider them as subspaces of A(A*) and Aa(A*) (A*) respec-
tively by passing from operators R: A ---, A** to the respective transposed
operators Rt’. A* ---, A *. The defining relations

S(ab) S(a)b, T(ab) aT(b), aS(b) T(a)b (a, b A)

then become

St(af ) aSt(f ), Tt(fa) Tt(f )a, (b, St(fa)) (a, Tt(bf ))
(a,bA,fA*).

Let A be a Banach algebra. The first and second Arens product on its
bidual, denoted by F. G and F G respectively (F, G A* *), both extend
the multiplication given on A and are defined as follows" Let a, b A,
f A *, F, G A* * and (according to [1], [2]) let

(b, fa) := (ab, f),
(a, Ff) := (fa, F>,

(f, F. G) := (Gf, F),

(b, af) := (ba, f),
(a, fF) := (af F),
(f, F G) (fF, G).

A is called (Arens) regular if F. G F G for all F, G A* *. A mixed
unit is an element E of A* * which is a right unit for the first and a left unit
for the second Arens product, simultaneously. A* * has a mixed unit if and
only if A has a b.a.i. (for example, see [7, 1.41].). If E is a particular mixed
unit, the set of all mixed units is E + (A*A + AA*)+/-. If E is a mixed unit
then e: S S**(E) and " T T**(E) are topological embeddings of
Mt(A) and Mr(A) respectively into A** (they are even algebra homomor-
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phisms in the appropriate sense; cf. [7, 4.42]). Therefore (r and r2 also being
topological embeddings in this case),

e,q: (S, T) S**(E) and r/,r2: (S, T) T**(E)

both embed M(A) into A**. A is called (Arens-) semi-regular if erq r/r2
for every possible choice of the mixed unit E (equivalently, if F. G F x G
on certain subspaces of A* *; cf. [9]). All regular and all commutative Banach
algebras are semi-regular [9].

3. The relation between Ko(X) * * and .Z’(X * * )

This section presents the technical aspects of the relation between K0(X)* *
and Za(X, * ). The material is more or less well-known, yet scattered through
the literature (for example, see [9] or [16].) For the convenience of the reader
and as a sound basis for further work we shall give a rather systematic
account.
The study of the relation between K0(X) * * and .Z’(X * *) is motivated by

the following fact:
If X is a reflexive Banach space possessing the a.p. (and hence the b.a.p.

[6, VIII. 4.2]) then the bidual of Ko(X) is isometrically isomorphic to
.L’(X* *) Z,a(X) (for example, see [5, V. 3.10]). K0(X) is regular in this
case, both Arens products agreeing with composition of operators [22].
For the case of a general Banach space X, let ,r denote the canonical

mapping from X* (R) X* * to I(X*) (actually, the image of ,r is N(X*)).
Then its adjoint ,r* is a map

-,.z(x**).

The properties of ,r * as a bounded linear operator depend on properties of
X as follows:

3.1. THEOREM. (i) ,r * has w *-dense image iff X* has the a.p.
(ii) r* is onto iff X* has the b.a.p.
(iii) r is a (topological) embedding iff every integral operator f: X* ---, X*

is nuclear.
(iv) r * is an isomorphism if and only if X* has the b.a.p, and I( X*)

N(X*).

(i)-(iv) follow easily from (slight modifications of) 11.3.4. and 11.3.9. in [5].
We shall see below that a(X, *) even is isomorphic to a complemented

subspace of K0(X)* * if X* has the b.a.p.
The following proposition describes the mappings occurring in the defini-

tion of the Arens products (cf. Section 2), specialized to A K0(X).
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space, let a Ko( X), f I( X*) =-
Ko( X) *, F Ko( X) * *. Then the following relations hold:

(i) fa a* of, af f oa*,
(ii) Ff= t* of** o(r*f)* ot [(r*f)of*],

fF= * o(r*f)* of** o If* o(r*f)] (r*F)of
(iii) r*(r. G) (’*V)o(r*G), ’*(F X G) (r*V)* o(r*G)

Substituting, f= r(x’ (R) x") (x’ X*, x" X**) into (i) and (ii) yields
(i)’ r(x’ (R) x")a r(a*x’ (R) x"), ar(x’ (R) x") r(x’ (R) a**x"),
(ii)’ Vr(x’ (R) x") (x’ (*F)x"),

(x’ @ x")F ((*F)x @ x")

Proof. (i) Ts has been shown already in the previous section.
(i)’ An immediate consequence of (i).
(ii). Let a x x’ Ko(X) (x X, x’ X*), f I(X*), F

Ko( X) * *. Then

a, Ff) fa, F) (a* f F)

((x’@ tx)of, F) ((x’@ f*tx), F)
(x’*/*tx, *V) (x’,(*r)/*tx)
((*F)f*,x, ,x’) (x,
(a, ,*f**(*F)*,)

(a, fF) (af V) (f a*, r)

(fo(x’. tx), F) ((fx’* tx), F)
(fx’@ ,x, *F) (fx’,
(x’, f*(*F),x) (f*(*F),x,
(x, ,*(*F)*y**,x’) (, ,*(*F)*y**,).

(ii)’ F(x’ . x") ,*(,x’ , ,x")(*F)*,
((,*,x’). (,*(*F)**,x"))

=(x’,(,*,(*F)x"))
=(x’a(*F)x");

(x’. x")F= ,*(*F)* (,x’. ,x"),

((,*(*F)*,x’). ,*,x")

((*F)x’. x").
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(iii) Let x’ X*, x" X**, F, G Ko(X)**. Then

(x’(R) x", r*(F. G)) (’(x’ (R) x"), F. G)

(Gr(x’(R) x"), F)

(r(x’ (R) (r*G)x"), F)

(,,’(R) (,,*o),,",

(x’, (r*F)o(r*G)x")

(x’ (R) x",(r*F)o(r*G));

(x’(R) x", r*(F G)) (r(x’ (R) x"), F G)

(r(x’ (R) x")F,G)

((’n’*F)bx’(R) x", "tr*G)

=((r*F)’x’,(r*G)x ’’)

(x’, (r *F)b*o (r *G)x")

(x’ (R) x",(r*F)b*o(r*G)).rq

Recall that (r*F)* 0 if and only if r*F vanishes on X (resp. tX), i.e.,
if and only if F vanishes on (the closed linear span of) AA* (A Ko(X*))
or, equivalently, on r( X* (R) X).

In a more or less explicit form, rr* appears in the work of several authors
(e.g., [1], [9], [3], [16]). In the sequel, we shall present two more aspects of
Beside the fact that this map allows to relate K0(X)* * to L’(X* * ), it is also
crucial when considering extensions of the canonical representation of A
K0(X) on X to representations of A* * on X* * and, finally, r * relates A* *
to the multiplier spaces of A and A* *.
The basic idea of constructing representations of A* * on X* * is due to R.

Arens [1, 2.8]. For a left Banach module X over the Banach algebra A,
consider aA, FA**, xX, x’X*, x"X** and define x’a,
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x’FX*; xx’,x"x’A*; F.x", Fx"X** by

(x, x’a) (ax, x’),
(a, x"x’) := (x’a, x"),

(x’, F. x") (x"x’, F),

(a, xx’) := (ax, x’),
(x, x’F) := xx’, F),
(x’, F x") ,= (x’F, x").

All these operations are bilinear contractions. F. x" (resp. F x") yield
representations of A* * (equipped with the first (resp. second) Arens product)
on X* *, the so-called first (resp. second) Arens representation. If A K0(X),
r * is but the first Arens representation. This follows from the easily verified
relations

x’a a*(x’),

x,’x’=(x’(R)x"),
V" x"= (r*r)x",

x,= (x’(R) ,x),

x’F (r*F)bx
V x"= (r*r)b* X/p

A third aspect of r* concerns the relation between A** and multiplier
spaces of A and A* * respectively (A K0(X)). First of all, these multiplier
spaces can be expressed in terms of .Z’(X), Za(X,), and .oa(X* * ) respec-
tively. By [7, 3.5, 3.18, 3.23], we have

2vt,(a) =-(x), (A) =-e(x,), t(A)

where the isomorphisms have the following form:

o: (x) --+ M(A),
: (X*) --+ M(A),

to: :L’( X) --+ M(A),

Ob(a ) b a, (b ,,(X)),

"rg(a) a** g* , (g .a(X*)),

tob (Ob, "rb*), (b Ze(X)),

For the multiplier spaces of A* *, we have

Mt(A**) =.ff’(X*), M,(A**)-=Za(X**), M(A**)---.a(X**)

by the isomorphisms

o: (x*) -+ M+(a**),

+: (X**) --, M,(A**),

to: .L(X**) --+ M(A**),

og(f) g f (g &a(X*))

,rh(/) (ho f*)b (h .og(X**))

toh (Ohm, "rh) (h .’(X**)).
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The results concerning Mr(A* * ) and Mr(A* * ) respectively are contained
in [8]. The representation of M(A**) by .W(X**) seems to be new and is
demonstrated below.
The notation is chosen in such a way that the following diagrams commute:

.(X*)- M(A)

.(X**) + Mr(A** )

.W(X) M(A)

.W(X**) M(A**)

The vertical arrows indicate the mapping which assigns to every operator its
first (resp. second) adjoint.

Next, we establish that maps .W(X* *) isomorphically on M(A * *).

3.3. PROPOSITION. Let X be any Banach space; let A Ko( X). Then

defines an isometric isomorphism of .Z’(X * * ) onto M(A * * ).

Proof
and

Let (S, T) M(A**); this means S Mr(A** ), T Mr(A** )

( a:z, S(fal) ) a1, T(a_f)) (a1, a 2 A, f A*).

S is of the form og (g .o90(X,)), T is of the form *h (h .W(X* *)). We
have to show that (,) is satisfied if and only if g h . Since the operators
y (R) y’ (y X, y’ X*) span A, (,) is equivalent to

<z (R) z’, S(f(y (R) y’))) (y (R) y’, T((z (R) z’))f ))
(y, z X, y’, z’ X*)
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Thus (,) is equivalent to g*t h t. However, (g* h)t 0 if and only if
(g* h) O, i.e., g= h b. rn
Now we are in a position to describe (for the present case A K0(X)) the

explicit form of the general canonical mappings
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(cf. [7, Chapter 4], where X and O are denoted by k and , respectively). If
F A* *, h F, OF, 6r are defined by

XF(f ) fF, 0F(f) Ff 8F= (XF, OF)-

From this it is immediate by Proposition 3.2. that

)v(f ) fF (’*F) f= O(,,,V)(f ),

Pr(f) (’*Ff*)b= %*v(f),
8F(f) (’XF, OF) (O(,*r)b, %*F) (fA*,FA**)

i.e., we have the commutative diagrams

Mt(A**)

A’b,, o

.(x*)

i,( )

(X**)

M(A**)

A**,
(X**)

If we consider multiplier spaces of A instead of A**, we have to restrict
X, p, 8 to suitable subspaces of A**. Let A’* := (F A**IFA A},
A* (F A**IAF A}, A’* A’* n A*. Then

a,, X-X(M,(a)) (,*)-(.V(X)),
** - .v(x,))Ao O (Mr(A)) ()-1(

A’* 8-(M(A)) (’*)-(.(X)).
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This yields the commutative diagrams

M (A)

x)

M (A)

M(A)

.’(X)

3.4. PROPOSITION. Let A K0(X), E A**.
(a) E is a right unit with respect to the first Arens product if and only if

r*E idx**.
(b) E is a left unit with respect to the second Arens product if and only if

(r*E) idx., i.e., if and only if r*E idx** vanishes on tX.

Proof. (a) By w*-continuity, E is a fight unit with respect to the first
Arens product if and only if E acts as fight identity on A (for example, see [7,
1.40]), i.e., #E idA. Applying the isomorphism -1 gives the desired result.

(b) Proved similarly using the isomorphism o-x. r

3.5. COROLLARY. For E Ko(X)**, the following conditions are equiv-
alent:

(i) E is a mixed unit.
(ii) r*E idx**.
(iii) 8E (id,id,)(A Ko(X)).
(iv) E extends the trace functional from or(X* (R) X * * ) to I(X *).

Proof By the preceding proposition, (i) implies (ii). (ii) is equivalent to
(iii) since to: (X* * ) M(A * *) is an isomorphism by Proposition 3.3 and
0 r * i. Condition (iii) states that E acts as two-sided unit on A which--by
[7, 1.41J--implies (i). Finally, (iv) is equivalent to (ii): The trace functional on
r(X * (R) X * * ) corresponds to id x** (X* (R) X* *) * and r * "restricts" E
from I(X*) to X* (R) X* *, the latter containing X* (R) X** as a dense
subspace, rn
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4. Multiplier spaces as complemented subspaces of Ko(X)* *

Let A K0(X). Then r *: A* * -+ (X* *) is onto if and only if A has a
bounded approximate fight identity (observe that o r* =p and apply [7,
4.39 (B)]). This, in turn, is equivalent to X* possessing the b.a.p. [8, Theorem
4]. It follows from the general theory of Banach modules that even more is
true in this case: The multiplier spaces of Ko(X)** (resp. Ko(X)) are not
only quotients of K0(X)* * A* * but they are even isomorphic to comple-
mented subspaces of A** (resp. A’*, A*, A’*): For, if X* has the b.a.p.
then X also does; consequently, A has a two-sided b.a.i, and 4.14. and 4.17. of
[7] apply. In the present case, these theorems yield isomorphisms

Ko( X)** ---.’(X**) N( X* ) +/-

Ko(X)** =- .(x*) [(x* (R) ,x)]"

[Ko(X)**l =- -(x) [(x*, ,x)l ",

[Ko(X)**] o -= .o(X *) + N(X*) +/-

[Ko(X)**] =(x) + N(x*)

Observe that N(X*) +/- [r(X* (R) X**)] z

The embeddings : Mr(A* *) A* * and rl: Mr(A * * ) A * * occurring in
[7, 4.14 and 4.17], have the form

(s)=s,(e)
r(T)= T*(E)

where E is a mixed unit in A**. They extend the respective mappings
Mt(A) A** and 1: Mr(A) - A** defined in Section 2. To be precise,
and / depend on E; however, we shall omit subscripts such as ee and
whenever this does not lead to confusion.
The general relations

he idt,<**), p idt.<**)

([cf. [7, 4.141) yield

r*eo ida(x,), r*/ id,(x**).

In the present case A K0(X), even more is true:
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space such that X* has the b.a.p.;
let A Ko( X). Then

(i) or*cog g* (g .g(X*));
(ii) errloh hb, (h .L’(X* *));
(iii) 8,/r2 id

Proof. (i) To prove this stronger version of br*eo id.(x, ), let z’ X*,
z" X**, g .(X*). Then

(ii) and (iii)
imply

The formulas preceding the proposition, together with (i),

E"B’l(,..Oh .d"//’ *EOhb th,

8r//’2(0h (Oq’/’*r/’l"h tdh. I’-]

Part (iii) of the preceding proposition means that the isomorphism

ro( X)** ---.(X**) + N( X* ) +/-

can also be interpreted as

A** -- M(A**) + (A*A + AA*) -t (A Ko(X))

where r/r_ is the embedding of M(A* *) into A* *. This need not be true for a
general Banach algebra, as the transposed algebra of Ko(X) shows: Here,
erl--being not injectivemplays the former role of r/rr2.
For the sake of completeness, we mention the following fact: Restricting

e, r/, q, r2 to the respective multiplier spaces of A yields

Xe idMr<A), 8q’/’ idM<A),
Or/= idr,(A), 8r/or2 idM(A),

valid Jfor any Banach algebra A with b.a.i, by [7, 4.17] and [9, Lemma 3]
respectively.
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5. Semi-regularity of Ko(X)

It is not true in general that K0(X) is semi-regular. A first counterexample
has been constructed in [9] by taking X Y Y where Y is the space of
continuous functions on an infinite compact Hausdorff group G (or Y
L(G)). It is natural to ask for which Banach spaces X the algebra Ko(X) is
semi-regular.
We begin by stating a condition equivalent to semi-regularity resp. the

property that S**(E) T**(E) for a particular (S, T) M(Ko(X)) and a
particular mixed unit E.

5.1. LEMMA. Let (S, T) .’= ob (Ob, q’b*) - M(A) (A Ko(X),
.W(X)); let E be a mixed unit in Ko( X)* *. Then

if and only if

s**(e) 7"**(e)

(b*of-fob*,E) =0

for every f I(X * ) -- Ko(X) *.

Proof Clearly, S**(E) T**(E) 0 iff (f, S**(E) T**(E)) 0
for all f I(X* ). Moreover,

(f, S**(E) T**(E)) (off(f) (*b*)*(/), E)
=(%.(f)-%..(f),E)
=(b*of-fob*,E)

by the considerations preceding Theorem 3.3. []

Lemma 5.1, together with Corollary 3.5., immediately yields"

5.2. THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space such that X* has the b.a.p. Then
Ko( X) is semi-regular if and only if every extension E of the trace functional
from ,r( X * (R) X * * ) to I( X * ) satisfies

(b*of, E)=<fob*,E)

for all f I(X*), b .W(X).

Condition (,) in the preceding theorem is satisfied for any Banach space if
b K0(X) or f N(X*); it is even true for any f I(X*) if b is weakly
compact, by [11].
The following result also is an application of Lemma 5.1.
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5.3. TrIEORM. Let X be a Banach space such that X* possesses the b.a.p.
and Ko(X) is semi-regular. If Y is a complemented subspace of X then Y * also
has the b.a.p, and Ko(Y) is semi-regular.

Proof That Y* has the b.a.p, is immediate. Let X be isomorphic to
Y Yx. Since X* is isomorphic to Y* YI*, I(Y*) can be considered as a
complemented subspace of I(X*). Denote the embedding and projection by
’o and r0 respectively. Let E be a mixed unit in Ko(Y)** and E a mixed
unit in Ko(X)**. We claim that E Et- %*(Et)+ %*(E) is also a
mixed unit and extends E. To this end, let f I(X*) and b K0(X). Then
fb (= b* f) and %(fb) are nuclear. Therefore, by Corollary 3.5.,

(fb, ,/r0*,(E1) 0*(E)) (,0f/’0(fb), El) + (’/ro(fb), E)
trace(,0% ( fb )) trace(%( fb ) )
0,

( o) A similar computation forsince ’o assigns to g N(Y*) the operator o o
bf instead of fb establishes that E is a mixed unit (cf. Section 2). Moreover,
,J(E) E, fjord being the identity map on Ko(Y)**.
Now let f I(Y*), b .a(y). For the operators

f= ’of= 0

we have (b * f f b*, E2) 0. This implies

(b* f f o b*, E) (b* o/- f b*, t’(E2)

O

which shows Ko(Y) to be semi-regular by Lemma 5.1. t3
From now on, we make the general assumption that X* has the b.a.p.

whenever semi-regularity of K0(X) is discussed. In this case, K0(X) equals
the algebra of compact operators on X [5, p. 82].

Concerning the relation between the Radon-Nikodym property and semi-
regularity of Ko(X), the following implications are known:

5.4. PROPOSITION. (i) If X* has the RNp then I(X * ) N(X * ). [6, VI.4.8.
and VIII.2.10].

(ii) If I(X * ) N(X* ) then Ko( X) is semi-regular, provided that X* has
the b.a.p. [9, p. 49ff.]
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More precisely, assuming I(X*) N(X*), we have the following situa-
tion: r*, being an isomorphism in this case, allows to consider the Arens
products to be defined also on .’(X* *). Proposition 3.2 (iii) now reads:

h *o
Therefore,

F G Fb*" G whereFb* (r*)-l(*F)b*,= r (F,GKo(X)**).

E (r * )-l(id x** ) is determined uniquely as mixed unit and satisfies

E.F=F=F.E; EF=F, FxE=Fb* (FKo(X)**).

This provides a short proof of part (ii) of the above proposition: Let (S, T)
8F M(A), i.e. F 8-1(M(A)) (rr*)-l(.La(X)). Then

S**(E) F E F* F= F. E T**(E).

The situation where r* is an isomorphism has been studied in [9] and [16].
For a brief discussion of the respective converses of (i) and (ii), we

anticipate some results which will be proved later on.
The converse of (i) is false: Take X to be the James Tree Space [14]. Then

X *(2k) has the RNp for every k 1,2,..., while X *(2k-1) does not. Hence
I(X**) N(X**) which implies I(X*) N(X*). Since X** has the a.p.
and the RNp, X* * and, consequently, also X* have the b.a.p. (cf. [16]).
Whether the converse of (ii) is valid is not known to the author. If X were a

counterexample then X* would have to have the b.a.p. (so that it makes sense
to say that Ko(X**) is semi-regular). I(X*) N(X*) would imply
I(X * (k)) =/= N(X * (k)) for all k 1, 2, 3, Therefore, X* and X * * (hence
all duals X*k)) would have to fail the RNp. By 5.5., X would have to be
non-Cartesian.

For the class of Cartesian Banach spaces, the converse of part (ii) of
Proposition 4.3. is true. A Banach space X is said to be Cartesian if it contains
a complemented subspace Y isomorphic (not necessarily isometrically) to
X X [17, 2.1.41.

5.5. THEOREM. Let X be a Cartesian Banach space such that X* has the
b. a.p. Then Ko(X) is semi-regular if and only if I(X* ) N(X* ).

Proof The sufficiency is (ii) in 4.3.; the necessity follows by the method of
[9, p. 50]. r

Important examples of (non-reflexive) Cartesian spaces are C[0,1], Li[0,1],
c0, l, l; moreover, if X is Cartesian then .(X), K0(X), N(X), I(X)
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are also Cartesian, as well as the algebras of compact (resp. weakly compact)
operators on X.

Let us now consider the question which of the three properties mentioned in
Proposition 5.4 are inherited by X from its dual X*.
The presence of the RNp in X and X* is independent: co and c’*

do not have the RNp, while 11 cd’ does [6, p. 218]; all the even duals of the
James Tree space have the RNp while all the odd duals fail to have it [6,
p. 214].
On the other hand, the property I(Y) N(Y) is inherited from X* by X

provided X* has the a.p, or if X is a dual space: By [6, VIII.2.11. and
VIII.3.7], f I(X) \ N(X) implies f * I(X*) \ N(X*) if X has the a.p..
If X-- Z*, the result follows from

The following theorem shows that semi-regularity is also preserved when
passing from X* to X (if X* * has the b.a.p.).

5.6. THEOREM.
is go(X).

Let X* * have the b. a.p.. IfKo(X*) is semi-regular then so

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.3. Let A K0(X),
B K0(X* ). Let E be a mixed unit in A* *, E a mixed unit in B * *. Let qo
denote the map from A to B which assigns to every a A its adjoint a *.
Then p*" B * A* assigns to f I(X* *) the operator fb I(X*):

(y(R)y’ P*( f )) (P(y (R) y’), f)
=(y’(R),y,f)

(y’, fry)

(f,y,

(y, **f**y’)

(y (R) y’, (y X, y’ X*, f I(X**))

Let Px: A* B* denote the map f f *. Then A* is a (topological) direct
summand in B* with p as embedding and q* as projection. Consequently,
A** is a direct summand in B** with p** as embedding and q0 as
projection. We claim that E2 E p**p(E) + p**(E) is also a mixed
unit in B**. Let b B, f B*. It will suffice to show that q**qg(E1)
p**(E) annihilates fb and bf.,We shall treat 0nly the case of fb, the case of
bf being similar.
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Observe that fb B*B N(X**). Therefore, q*(fb) (fb) and
9t9*(fb) (fb)* are also nuclear. By Corollary 3.5, we have

e)
el) e)

trace((fb)b*)- trace((fb)b)
"-0.

Since B is semi-regular, for every bl .Z’(X * ), fl I(X * * ) we have

(b fl fl b, E2) =0

by Lemma 5.1. Now let b b*(b .W(X)), fl =f*(f I(X*)). Then

0= (b** of* -f* ob**, E2)
(q0(f o b* b* of), E- **q0’(E) + q0**(E))
( f b* b*o f, q0’ (El) q0* *q0’ (Ex) + q0’* * (E))

=(fob*-b*of, E)

since 9’q0** is the identity map on A**. Again by Lemma 5.1, this estab-
lishes the result. D

For the study of semi-regularity of Ko(X), the following terminology is
useful"

5.7. DEFINITION. Let A be a Banach algebra possessing a b.a.i.. A mixed
unit E in A** is called good if S**(E) T**(E) for all (S, T) M(A).
E is called bad if it is not good.
By Lemma 5.1, EK0(X)** is good if and only if (b*of, E)

(f b*, E) for all b .W(X), f I(X*). Obviously, Ko(X) is semi-regular
if and only if each mixed unit in its bidual is good.

V. Losert has constructed an example such that Ko(X)** has only bad
mixed units. It will be presented in Section 6.

5.8. LEMMA. (i) If b* f- f b* is nuclear for every b .W(X), f
I(X * ), then either all mixed units in Ko( X)* * are good or all are bad.

(ii) If there exist b .’(X), f I(X*) such that b* f-f o b* is not
nuclear then Ko(X)* is not semi-regular, i.e., there exists a bad mixed unit in
Ko(X)** (provided X* has the b.a.p.).

Proof. (i) If E were a good and Et a bad mixed unit then G E E
would annihilate A*A + AA* (A Ko(X)) which equals N(X*) in the
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present case. However, there exist b .(X), f I(X*) such that

(b*of-fob*,G) (b*of-fob*,Et) #:0.

This contradicts the assumption made in (i).
(ii) Choose G N(X*) +/- as to satisfy (b* f-fob*,G) 0; then at

least one of E and E E + G has to be bad. O
Slight modifications of the proofs of Theorems 5.3 and 5.6. (let E t’(E1)

and E (Et) respectively, giving E2 E in both cases) yield the follow-
ing:

5.9. PROPOSITION. (i) Let X be a Banach space such that X* has the b.a.p.
and let Y be a complemented subspace of X. If Ko(X) * * contains a good mixed
unit, then so does Ko(Y) * *.

(ii) Let X be a Banach space such that X* * has the b. a.p. If Ko(X * ) * *
contains a good mixed unit, then so does Ko(X)* *.

6. Semi-regularity of Ko(X) for X -- C(K) and X -- L(I)
In this section, we give a complete answer to the question of semi-regularity

of Ko(X) if X is the space C(K) of continuous complex-valued functions on
a compact Hausdorff space K or if X is the space LI(#)= Lt(fi, ,/x) of
(equivalence classes of) integrable functions on a measure space (fl, 9,/): In
the former case, Ko(X) is semi-regular if and only if K contains no (non-
empty) subset being dense-in-itself (i.e., if K is "scattered"); in the latter case,
Ko(X) is never semi-regular (provided dim X oo, of course).

Let us consider the case X C(K). To prove the main result, we shall use
the following three lemmas from which (at least) the first is well known.

6.1. L.MMA. Let T denote an infinite completely regular topological space
and C(T) the Banach space of bounded, complex-valued, continuous functions
on T, equipped with the supremum norm. Let T be a closed subset of T such that
T\ T is infinite. Then C(T) contains a subspace isometrically isomorphic to

co(N), consisting offunctions equal to zero on TI.

Proof. If U0 .’= T\ T contains an infinite set (y, Y2,.-. } such that all
{ Yi } are open, define W/:= ( Yi }- Otherwise, let x0 U0 such that (x0 } is not
open; let Yo Uo\ {Xo}. By induction, choose open neighbourhoods
U, U2, of Xo and dements y, Y2,-.. such that

Let W ".= U \ U+ 1. In any case, we get non-empty, open, pairwise disjoint
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subsets W of T\ T such that Yi Wi. There exist fl, f2,... C(T) satisfy-
ing 0 < fi < 1, fi(Yi) 1, fi =- 0 on T\ IV/. For a complex sequence
tending to zero, define fx: T ---, C to be equal to Xif on W/and fx -= 0 outside
of t.JW. It is routine to check that fx C(T), fx =- 0 on T, and that X fx
is an isometric embedding of co into C(T).

If (f, 9,/) is a finite measure space and # is atomless then LI(#) contains
a complemented subspace Y isomorphic to L[0,1]: Construct a separable
sub-o-algebra of 9 and consider the space Y of all f L(/t) which are
measurable with respect to 9 (cf. [12, 41.C]). For the sake of completeness,
we include a proof of this (well-known) fact, using standard techniques from
martingale theory.

Let

k k+l)
Let denote the o-algebra generated by

0=3 generates the o-algebra of Borel subsets of [0,1]. For f Lt[0,1], let
f, E(fln) be the conditional expectation of f with respect to n, i.e.
(denoting the characteristic function of a set A by cA),

f"= E czn.k2" f(t) dt
k-0 ,k

A routine computation shows that IIfllx-< Ilfllx and II/-fll 0 for
continuous f. This implies Ill- fllx --’ 0 for f C[0,1] and, the latter being
dense in LX[0, 1], also for f L[0,1].

In the following, we write LX(,/x) instead of L(/t) to emphasize that we
consider (equivalence classes of) integrable functions measurable with respect
to a particular o-algebra .

6.2. LE,A. Let (fl, ,/) be a finite measure space with nonnegative and
atomless. Then there exists a sub-o-algebra 9 of such that the comple-
mented subspace L(9, x) of L(, ) is isometrically isomorphic to L[0,1]
and OL(9, ) corresponds to/x(fl) (C)L[0,1] under this isomorphism.

Proof By [12, 41(2)] it is possible to select sets

an,k- (nN, 0<k<2- 1)
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satisfying

An+l,2k t,3 An+l,2k+l An, k

An+l,2k An+ 1,2k+l
,

(A,,, ,) 2-" It(f).

(A00 := f),

Let . denote the o-algebra generated by { A.[0 < k _< 2"- 1} and 9o
the o-algebra generated by U. 9.. Then

1 (f L([O, 1], .))

gives rise to a well-defined isometric map from

X U L([0, 11, n) onto [.3 L(9.,/).
n=l n=l

Since X is dense in LI[0, 1], this map can be extended to an isometric
embedding j: LI[0,1] Ll(fl, l oo, It). Since each g Ll( oo, It) is the
II II rlimit of the martingale (E(gl,), ,) and E(gl,) j(X) (for exam-
ple, see [4, 60.4-6]), j is surjective. The assertion concerning C)L is evident
from the construction of j. []

6.3. LEMMA. Let K denote a compact Hausdorff space, It a nonnegative
atomless Radon measure on K. Let F1, F2 be disjoint compact subsets of K,
tt(F) > 0 and F2 infinite. Then there exist disjoint open neighbourhoods U and
U2 of Fx and F2 respectively, and a bounded linear operator T: C(K) C(K)
with the following properties:

(i) Iff C(K) vanishes on F then T(f) O.
(ii) T(f) vanishes on K\ U2 for any f C(K).
(iii) T is integral, but not nuclear.

Proof We shall construct T as the composition of four operators. Since K
is a normal space, there exist disjoint open neighbourhoods U and U2 of F
and F2 respectively. Let It1 denote Itx) restricted to Fx, i.e.,

,= .(e n

for every Borel subset E of K. It is atomless and concentrated on F1. Let
T1: C(K) ---, Ll(itl) be the canonical "embedding". T is integral [6, VIII.2.9],
Tx((C)C(K)) is dense in (C)L(/) with respect to the norm of L(tt).

LX(itx) contains a complemented subspace isomorphic to LX[0,1] by Lemma
6.2. Let Tz: Ll(it) LX[0,1] denote the corresponding projection. Let T3:
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LI[0, 1] --, co be the usual Fourier transform. Finally, by Lemma 6.1, there is
an isometric embedding T4 of co into the subspace of C(K) consisting of all
f C(K) vanishing on K\ U2. The operator T: C(K) C(K), defined by

is integral since T is integral. However, T2 T1 maps OC(K) on a subset
which is I1" II-dense in (C)L[0,1]; the latter set contains all functions

exp(2,rikt), k Z. Therefore, the closure of the image of (3 C(K) under
T3 T2 T, containing the set of all vectors (0,..., 0,1, 0,...) c0, is not
compact. This shows that T itself is not compact and, hence, not nuclear. To
conclude the proof, assume that f C(K) vanishes on F1. Then f and the
function g 0 differ only on K\F which has measure 0 with respect to/t.
Consequently, T(f) 0 in L(/).

Without conditions (i) and (ii), Lemma 6.3. also results from [6, VI.4.6].

6.4. THEOREM. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space,
following conditions are equivalent:

O)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

X C(K). The

K is scattered, i.e., K has no subset A dense-in-tself.
Every Radon measure on K is atomic.
X * M(K) has the RNp.
Every integral operator T: X* X* is nuclear.
Every integral operator T: X ---> X is nuclear.
Ko( X) is semi-regular.

Proof. (i) (ii). This is [20, 19.7.61.
(ii) ---, (iii) By [20, 19.7.7], X* is isomorphic to ll(K), which has the RNp

(for example, see [6, p. 64]).
(iii) --, (iv) Proposition 5.4.
(iv) (v)[6, VIII.2.11 and VIII.3.7].
(iv) (vi) Proposition 5.4.
We conclude the proof by showing that for K not being scattered, neither

(v) nor (vi) can be satisfied, i.e., (v) as well as (vi) imply (i).
If K is not scattered, there exists a (closed, maximal) dense-in-itself subset

A of K carrying an atomless non-negative Borel measure / [20, 8.5.2. and
19.7.6., 19.7.3]. By [12, 41(2)], there exist disjoint Borel subsets A, A2 of A
such that /(A)=/(A2) =/x(A)/2. Consequently, there exist disjoint com-
pact subsets F1, F2 of Ax and A2 respectively such that/(F) > 0 and F2 is
infinite (with /(F2) positive as well). Invoking Lemma 6.3., we obtain open
neighbourhoods U, U2 of F and F2 respectively and a bounded linear
operator T: C(K) ---, C(K) satisfying the properties stated in the lemma; the
third property gives the implication (v) (i). Now let f C(K), f -= 1 on F
and f--0 outside of U1. Denote by M: C(K)---, C(K) the operation of
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multiplication by f. Then for any g C(K), g- M(g)= 0 on Fx. By
property (i) in the lemma, T(g) (T o M)(g). On the other hand, M T 0
by property (ii) in the lemma. Therefore, T M- M o T T is not nuclear.
Taking adjoints, Lemma 5.8(ii) shows that Ko(X) is not semi-regular. Thus
also (vi) implies (i). r3

6.5. COROLLARY. Let K be a locally compact (non-compact) Hausdorff
space. Then theorem 6.4. is valid for X being the space Co(K ) of all continuous
complex-valued functions on K tending to zero at infinity.

Proof. Let aK denote the one-point compactification of K. Obviously, K
contains a nonempty dense-in-itself subset if and only if aK does. Moreover,
C0(K) is a complemented subspace of C(aK) having codimension 1. There-
fore, each of the conditions (i)-(v) in 6.4 with respect to aK and C(aK) is
equivalent to the corresponding condition for K and Co(K) respectively.
Finally, if Ko(C(aK)) is semi-regular then so is Ko(Co(K)) (by Theorem
5.3.). For the converse, we show that Ko(Co(K)) is not semi-regular if K is
not scattered: Starting as in the proof of (vi) (i) in Theorem 6.4 with K
replaced by aK, we eliminate o0 from A if necessary and choose U1, U2 such
that o U1 u U2. Then it is obvious that the images of T and M are
contained in C0(K). Thus we have T M M T T1 for the restrictions
T, M of T and M respectively to Co(K ). Since T is integral but not
nuclear, an application of Lemma 5.8 (ii) concludes the proof. El

Now we turn to K0(LX(/t)). In the following lemma, we consider the special
case of Lebesgue measure on [0,1].

6.6. LEMMA. There exists an integral operator

T: L[0,1] -o L[0,1]

which is not nuclear.

Proof. Let T be a quotient map from LI[0,1] onto/X(N), for example,

f/n f(t) dt (f L[O, 1]).

Let T2 be a quotient map from lX(N) onto C[0,1] (for example, see [5, 1.1.11]).
Let T denote the canonical embedding of C[0,1] into Ll[0,1]. Let T .’=

T3 T2 T1. T is integral since T is [6, VIII.2.9]. However, the image of
(C)LI[0,1] under T2 T1 is dense in (C)C[0,1]. Therefore, the closure of
T(C)LX[0,1]), containing the functions exp(2rikt), k Z, is not compact.
Consequently, T is not nuclear, r3
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The integration operator (Tf)(x).’= ff(t)dt could as well serve to prove
Lemma 6.6.

According to Theorem 5.5, Ko(LX[O, 1]) is not semi-regular.
Now let X be the space LI(/) of (equivalence classes of) integrable

real-valued functions on a measure space (f, 9,/) where 2 is a set, 9 is a
o-field of subsets of 2 and t* is a nonnegative measure on (not necessarily
finite). By a theorem of Kakutani [20, 26.3.3], X can be assumed to be the
direct sum of a space IX(F) and of spaces L(/) where F is a set and the/’s
are nonnegative atomless Radon measures on respective compact spaces K (i
assumes values in an index set I).

6.7. THEOREM. Let X be a space LI() as described above having infinite
dimension. Then Ko( X) is not semi-regular.

Proof. By the preceding remarks, X contains a complemented subspace Y
isomorphic to I(N) or isomorphic to LX(#) where # is a nonnegative atomless
Radon measure on a compact space K. By Theorem 5.3, it is sufficient to show
that Ko(Y) is not semi-regular.

Case 1. Y =/t(N). Y* is isomorphic to C(flN) where fin denotes the
Stone-(ech compactification of N. fin \ N is dense-in-itself. Therefore, by
Theorem 6.4, there exists an integral operator T: Y* Y* which is not
nuclear. Since Y lt(N) is Cartesian, Theorem 5.5 shows that Ko(Y) is not
semi-regular.

Case 2. Y Lx(#), # a non-negative atomless Radon measure on some
compact space K. By Lemma 6.2, Y has a complemented subspace isomorphic
to LX[0, 1]. By Lemma 6.6. and Theorem 5.5, K0(LX[0,1]) is not semi-regular.
By Theorem 5.3, this is sufficient to show that Ko(LX(#)) is not semi-regular.

Now replace "real-valued" in the definition of L(#) Lx(#,R) by "com-
plex-valued" to obtain LX(/, C). This space is isomorphic (though not isomet-
rically) to the complexification Lt(#) iLt(#).

6.8. COROLLARY.
semi-regular.

IfX L(#, C) is of infinite dimension then Ko( X) is not

Proof. A review of the proofs involved on our way to Theorem 6.7 shows
that there exist T, M L’(Lt(#)) such that T is integral and T M M T
is not nuclear. This yields corresponding C-linear operators Tx, M
.W(Lt(#,C)) having the same properties. Again, Lemma 5.8 (ii) gives the
desired result. [3

Let us point out that for X IX(N), I(X)= N(X) (since /t(N) has the
RNp; cf. [6, p. 64, VI.4.8 and VIII.2.10]), but Ko(X) is not semi-
regular--contrary to X C(K) where these properties are equivalent by
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Theorem 6.4. For X L(/), / not purely atomic, we always have I(X)
N(X), and K0(X) is never semi-regular for such #.

If G denotes an infinite compact Hausdorff group, Theorem 6.4 and 6.7 tell
us that Ko(C(G)) and Ko(LI(G)) are not semi-regular. However, it seems
worth noting that the operators T I(X) and M .(X) having the prop-
erty that T M- M o T is not nuclear, can be chosen as convolution by an
element of L(G) and as multiplication by a continuous function on G,
respectively. This is what the next (and last) theorem states.
For a locally compact Hausdorff group G with modular function A, we

define left and right translation operators by

(Lxf)(y) f(x-ly), (R,f)(y) ,= f(yx-X)A(x-) (x, y) G,

where f is a function (resp. an equivalence class of measurable functions) on
G. It is easy to check that (Rxf), g f ,(Lxg) for f, g LI(G) and x G.

6.9. LEMMA. Let G be a compact Hausdorff group. Then there exists a
partition of unity (’q,..., ,r,,) with the following property: for each pair (i, j) of
indices, there is an x G satisfying (Lxj.) O.

Proof Fix z G, z e. Separate e and z by open neighbourhoods U, U2
and let U := U z-1U2. By compactness, there are x1,..., x G such that
G is covered by the union of xU,..., xnU. Now let (x,..., ) be a partition
of unity subordinate to xxU,..., x,U (for example, see [13, 1.3.1]). Then
x XiZXj satisfies i.(Lx’9) O. 3

6.10. THEOREM. Let G be an infinite compact Hausdorff group. Then for
every f L(G) which is not equal a.e. to any continuous function, there exist a
continuous function : G [0,1] and x Gsuch that the following holds:

If S denotes left convolution by RfandM denotes multiplication by , then S
is integral and M S S M is not nuclear, on L(G) as well as on C(G).

By Lemma 5.8 (ii), neither Ko(LX(G)) nor Ko(C(G)) nor Ko(X) where X is
a dual space of any order of L(G) or C(G), is semi-regular.

Proof Let (,..., ,) be a partition of unity as in Lemma 6.9. Let
f L(G) such that there is no continuous function on G which equals f
almost everywhere [10, lemma]. Then the convolution operator

is integral, but not nuclear on L(G) (resp. C(G)) [19, Remark 3.9]. Let M
denote the operator on X defined by multiplication by . Since
(Y’.iMi) Sy (EiM) Sf is not nuclear, there are i, j such that Mi Sfo Mj is
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not nuclear. Now choose x G satisfying zi(Lx-x.)= 0. Let M0 denote
multiplication by Lx-x and let S := SRxf. Then Mi S M0 (which is equal to

M S/ Mj L by the remark preceding Lemma 6.9.) also fails to be nuclear.
Let z z,M= Mi. If MS- SM were nuclear, then (MoS-
SoM)oMo=MioSoMo-SoMioMo=MioSoMo would be as well
which is a contradiction, t2

The case of compact topological groups even shows that Ko(C(K)) can be
very far from being semi-regular: There exist compact groups G such that all
mixed units in Ko(C(G))* * are bad. The following example has been pointed
out to me by V. Losert.

Let GO T2 s SL(2,Z) where T2 (R/Z)2 is the two-dimensional torus
and SL(2, Z) acts by matrix multiplication modulo 1. For f L(Go), let f1
denote the restriction of f to T2 { I ) --- T 2 where I is the identity matrix.
Clearly, fl L(T2). If the equivalence class of fz does not contain a
continuous function then S/,: p---, fz. q is an integral operator on C(T2)
which is not nuclear by [19, 3.7]. To show that each mixed unit in K0(C(T2)) * *
is bad we consider the following bounded linear operator on C(T2): For
A SL(2, Z) and q0 C(T2), define

(TAp)(t) p(At) (t T2).

We claim that TA Sg T.l=sg. for every A SL(2,Z) and every
L(T2) where gA(t):= g(At):

(Ta Sgo T2)(p)(t) (Sgo Tl)(cp)(At)
( g * (TIP))(At)

fg(y)p(A-(-y + At))dy

fg(y)(-A-y + t)dy

fg(Az)w(-z + t)dz

(g,4 * p)(t)

Assuming that the trace functional on N(C(T2)) has a continuous extension
g
0 to I(C(T2)) satisfying

(So T- To S, E0) 0 (T .a(C(T2)), S I(C(T2))),
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we consider the map M: L(Go) C defined by M(f) := (Sf,, Eo). Then M
is a conjugation-invariant mean in the sense of [15] extending the Dirac
measure Be, e the unit element of Go. For the proof, define

(x*f )(Y) := f(xYx-) (x, y Go);

if x (s, A) GO and T2, it follows that

(z*f ),(t) (Zx*f )(t, I)

f((s, A)(t, I)(-A-ts, A-))
=f(s+At-s,I)

=ft(At)

=(f,)A(t).

Therefore,

M(x*f ) (S(,,f),, E0>

<S(f,), Eo)

<T o S/,o T2 Eo>
<Sf, T-lo T,, Eo>

Eo>
M(f).

Moreover, Eo extends 6 since, for ft C(TZ), Sf is nuclear with trace fz(0)
[19, 3.4, 3.7] which implies

M(f) (Sf,, Eo) trace(Sf,) ft(0) e(f) (f LO(Go))

According to [15], Example 1 and Theorem 2, this is impossible. Therefore,
Ko(C(T2)) ** cannot possess a good mixed unit since its restriction E0 to
I(C(T))( I(C(T)*)) would satisfy (,).
By Proposition 5.9 (ii), Ko(X)** cannot possess a good mixed unit where

X is a dual of any order of C(T2). Finally, let us point out that T 2 can be
replaced by any T k (k > 2).
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7. Open problems

1. Does there exist a (necessarily non-Cartesian--cf. Theorem 5.5.) Banach
space X (with X* possessing the b.a.p.) such that K0(X) is semi-regular but
N(X * ) =/= I(X*)?

2. Characterize the Banach spaces X for which K0(X) is semi-regular.
3. Characterize the Banach spaces X satisfying I(X* ) N(X* ).
4. Characterize the Banach spaces X satisfying I(X) N(X).
5. For which of the classical Banach spaces is Ko(X) semi-regular (provided

X* has the b.a.p.) resp. does I(X*) N(X*) resp. I(X) N(X) hold
(apart from X C(K) or X L(tt))?

6. For which Banach spaces does Ko(X)* * contain a good mixed unit?
7. If X is a Banach space such that X* possesses the a.p. (or the b.a.p.),

does trace(b * f f b * ) 0 for any b Z,e(X), f I(X * ), provided only
that b* f f b* N(X*) (resp. b* f and f b* both nuclear)? (Com-
pare 5.8 and [11]).
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